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We examine deterministic and nondeterministic state complexities of regular operations on prefix-
free languages. We strengthen several results by providingwitness languages over smaller alphabets,
usually as small as possible. We next provide the tight bounds on state complexity of symmetric
difference, and deterministic and nondeterministic statecomplexity of difference and cyclic shift of
prefix-free languages.

1 Introduction

A language is prefix-free if for every string in the language,no proper prefix of the string is in the
language. Deterministic and nondeterministic state complexity of basic operations on prefix-free regular
languages have recently been studied by Han and Salomaa [5, 6]. The two papers follow current research
that focuses on complexity in various sublasses of regular languages [1, 2, 3, 4].

Here we continue this research and study the descriptional complexity of regular operations in the
class of prefix-free regular languages. We strengthen several results on state complexity in [5, 6] by
providing witness languages over smaller alphabets, usually as small as possible. We also correct some
errors in these two papers, in particular, the binary automata used for the result on reversal do not provide
the claimed lower bound. We next study the state complexity of difference, symmetric difference, and
cyclic shift, and provide tight bounds.

In the second part of the paper, we examine the nondeterministic state complexity of regular oper-
ations. We introduce a new fooling-set lemma, which allows us to give a correct proof for union, and
to get the tight bound for cyclic shift. The idea behind the lemma is to find a fooling-set for a regular
language and then show that one more state is necessary by finding two appropriate strings. We prove
tight bounds on the nondeterministic state complexity of all basic operations including difference and
cyclic shift.

2 State Complexity in Prefix-Free Languages

We start with investigation of state complexity of regular operations on prefix-free languages. The lan-
guages are represented by minimal dfa’s, thus each of the dfa’s has exactly one final state going to the
dead state on every input symbol [6]. Then an operation is applied, and we are asking how many states,
depending on the state complexities of operands, are sufficient and necessary in the worst case for a dfa
to accept the language resulting from the operation. The next theorem provides the tight bounds for
Boolean operations. In the case of union and intersection, the upper bounds are from [6], where witness
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Figure 1: The prefix-free dfa’s meeting the boundmn−2(m+n)+6 for intersection.

languages were defined over a three- and four-letter alphabet, respectively. We provide binary witnesses
for both operations. Then we study symmetric difference anddifference, and get the tight bounds in the
binary and ternary case, respectively.

Theorem 1 (Boolean Operations)Let m,n> 3 and let K and L be prefix-free regular languages with
sc(K) = m andsc(L) = n. Then
1. sc(K ∩L)6 mn−2(m+n)+6, and the bound is tight in the binary case;
2. sc(K ∪L)6 mn−2, and the bound is tight in the binary case;
3. sc(K ⊕L)6 mn−2, and the bound is tight in the binary case;
4. sc(K \L)6 mn−m−2n+4, and the bound is tight in the ternary case.

Proof. Let the dfa’s have states 0,1, . . . ,m−1 and 0,1, . . . ,n−1, of whichm−2 andn−2 are final, and
m−1 andn−1 are dead. The initial state is 0.

1. For tightness, consider binary prefix-free dfa’s of Figure 1. The stringsan−3bm−3a, an−3bm−3aa,
anda jbi with 0 6 i 6 m− 3 and 06 j 6 n− 3 are pairwise distinct in the right-invariant congruence
defined by languageK∩L.

2. LetK = (a∗b)m−2 andL= (b∗a)n−2. The stringsbia j with 06 i 6m−3 and 06 j 6 n−1, a jbm−2

anda jbm−1 with 06 j 6 n−3, andan−3bm−2a andan−3bm−2aaare pairwise distinct forK∪L.
3. In the cross-product automaton for symmetric difference, the rejecting state(m−2,n−2) is equiv-

alent to the dead state, and states(m−2,n−1) and(m−1,n−2) accept onlyε . The same languages as
for union meet the bound.

4. All the states of the cross-product automaton in the last row and state(m−2,n−2) are dead, the
other states in the last but one row only acceptε . Pairs(i,n− 2) and(i,n− 1) are equivalent as well.
This gives the upper bound, which is met byK = (b∗(a+c))m−2 andL = ((a+c)∗b)n−3c∗(a+b). �

We now continue with concatenation and star, and slightly improve the results from [6] by providing
unary witnesses for concatenation, and the complexity of star in the unary case.

Theorem 2 (Concatenation and Star)Let m,n > 2 and let K and L be prefix-free regular languages
with sc(K) = m. sc(L) = n. Then
1. sc(KL)6 m+n−2 and the bound is tight in the unary case;
2. sc(L∗)6 n. The bound is tight in the binary case if n6= 3.
The tight bound for star in the unary case is n−2 if n > 3.

Proof. 1. We can get a dfa for the concatenation from the dfa’s as follows [6]. We remove the dead state
from the first dfa, and merge the final state in the first dfa withthe initial state in the second dfa. All
transitions going from a non-final state in the first dfa to thedead state will go to the dead state in the
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second dfa. The resulting automaton is a dfa ofm+n−2 states for concatenation. The bound is met by
unary prefix-free languagesam−2 andan−2.

2. We make the final state initial, and redirect transitions from the final state to such states, to which
they go from the start state. The resulting dfa for star has atmostn states. The upper bound is met by
the binary prefix-free language(an−2)∗b [6]. In the unary case, ifn> 3, the onlyn-state dfa prefix-free
language isan−2. The star of this language,(an−2)∗, is an(n−2)-state dfa language. �

Before dealing with reversal, let us investigate nfa-to-dfa conversion. We recall the result from [1,
Theorem 19, which uses the proof of Theorem 6, which in turn uses Moore’s proof in [10]]. We present
different ternary witnesses, and give a simple proof. Then we show that the bound cannot be met in the
binary case.

Theorem 3 (NFA to DFA Conversion) Let n> 3 and let L be a prefix-free language withnsc(L) = n.
Thensc(L)6 2n−1+1. The bound is tight in the ternary case, but cannot be met in the binary case.

Proof. Consider ann-state nfa recognizing a non-empty prefix-free language. The corresponding min-
imal dfa has exactly one final state, and so we can merge all final states in the subset automaton. This
gives the upper bound 2n−1+1.

For tightness, consider the ternary nfa of Figure 2. In the corresponding subset automaton, each
singleton set and the empty set are reachable. Each set{i1, i2, . . . , ik} with 06 i1 < i2 < · · ·< ik 6 n−2
of sizek is reached from set{i2− i1, i3− i1, . . . , ik− i1} of sizek−1 by bai1. Since for each statei, the
stringan−2−ic is accepted by the nfa only from statei, no two different states of the subset automaton are
equivalent.

Now consider the binary case. In a minimal binaryn-state prefix-free nfa denote byn the final state,
and byn−1 a state that goes ton by a symbola. In the corresponding subset automaton, there must be
a statei in {1,2, . . . ,n−1} that goes to a non-empty subsetSof {1,2, . . . ,n−1} by symbola because
otherwise the nfa on states{1,2, . . . ,n− 1} would be unary, and so the number of reachable states in
the corresponding subset automaton could not be 2n−1. Since all subsets of{1,2, . . . ,n− 1} must be
reachable, the subset{i,n−1} is reachable. However, subset{i,n−1} goes to a superset of stateS∪{n}
by a, which in turn goes by a non-empty string to an accepting state that is reached from the superset.
This contradicts to prefix-freeness of the accepted language. �

In the case of reversal, the result in [6] uses binary dfa’s from [11]. It is claimed in [11, Theorem 3]
that the automata meet the upper bound 2n on the state complexity of reversal. However, this is not true.
In the case ofn= 8, with initial and final state 1, the number of reachable states in the subset automaton
corresponding to the reverse of the dfa is 252 instead of 256:subsets{1,4,5,8}, {2,5,6,1}, {3,6,7,2},
and{4,7,8,3} cannot be reached from any subset byb since each of them contains exactly one of states 1
and 3; and bya, there is a cycle among these states. A similar reasoning shows that, whenevern= 8+4k,
the automata with the initial and final state 1 in [11] do not meet the bound 2n. The binary automata with
a single accepting state meeting the upper bound for reversal have recently been presented in [12]. We
use them to get correct ternary prefix-free witnesses for reversal.
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Figure 2: The prefix-free nfa meeting the bound 2n−1+1 for nfa-to-dfa conversion.
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Figure 3: The binary dfa requiring 2n−2 states for reversal.

Theorem 4 (Reversal)Let n> 4 and let L be a prefix-free regular language withsc(L) = n. Then
sc(LR)6 2n−2+1. The bound is tight in the ternary case, but cannot be met in the binary case.

Proof. We first construct an nfa for the reversal from the given dfa byremoving the dead state, reversing
all transitions, and switching the role of the initial and final state. Since no transition in the resulting nfa
goes to the initial state, the corresponding subset automaton has at most 2n−2+1 states.

For tightness, first consider the binary dfa ofn−2 states depicted in Figure 3. It has been show in
[12], that the reversal of the language recognized by this dfa requires 2n−2 states. Now change the dfa
as follows. Add two more statesn−1 andn. Staten−1 will be the sole final state, while staten will
be dead. Define transitions on a new symbolc: state 2 goes to the new final staten−1 by c, and each
other state goes to the dead staten. The resulting automaton is a prefix-free ternaryn-state dfa requiring
2n−2+1 deterministic states for reversal.

Now consider the binary case. LetL be a binary prefix-free witness language. Then nsc(LR)6 n−1
because the minimal dfa forL has the dead state. Since sc(LR) = 2n−2 + 1, languageLR is a binary
witness for nfa-to-dfa conversion. Theorem 3 shows that this cannot happen. �

The state complexity of cyclic shift was examined in [9], where the upper and lower bound are
only asymptotically tight. The next theorem provides the tight bound for this operation in the class of
prefix-free regular languages.

Theorem 5 (Cyclic Shift) Let L be a prefix-free language withsc(L) = n. Thensc(Lcs) 6 (2n−3)n−2.
The bound is tight for a six-letter alphabet.

Proof. Consider ann-state dfa for a prefix-free languageL with states 1,2, . . . ,n, of which 1 is the initial
state,n− 1 is the sole final state that goes to the dead staten on each symbol. If a stringw is in the
languageLcs, thenw= uv for some stringsu,v such thatvu∈ L. That is, the initial state 1 goes to a state
i by v, and then from statei to the accepting staten− 1 by u. Thus, a stringuv is in Lcs if and only if
there is a statei such thati goes to the accepting staten−1 by u, and the initial state 1 goes to statei
by v. Because of prefix-freeness, statei is less thenn−1. Hence the cyclic shift is the union ofn−2
concatenationsL(Bi)L(Ci), i = 1,2, . . . ,n− 2, whereBi = (Q,Σ,δ , i,{n− 1}) andCi = (Q,Σ,δ ,1,{i})
(cf. [9]). Each such concatenation is recognized by a dfa of 2n−3 states since we first remove a dead
state fromBi, then merge the final state ofBi and the initial state ofCi, and finally merge statesn−1 and
n in Ci since they are dead. Thus we have the union ofn−2 dfa’s, each of which has 2n−3 states, which
gives the upper bound(2n−3)n−2.

For tightness, setm= n−2 and letΣ = {a,b,c,d,g,h}. Define a prefix-free dfa overΣ of n states
1,2, . . . ,m,m+ 1,m+ 2, of which 1 is the initial state,m+ 1 is the sole accepting state that goes to
the dead statem+ 2 by each symbol; and for states 1,2, . . . ,m, the transitions, except for symbold,
are defined as in Figure 4: Next, byd, statem goes to statem+ 1, and each other state to itself. The
proof proceeds by showing the reachability and inequivalence of all m-tuples in the subset automaton
corresponding tom(2m+1)-state nfa for cyclic shift. �
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Figure 4: The transitions ona,b,c,g,h in the prefix-free witness dfa for cyclic shift.

3 Nondeterministic State Complexity

This section deals with the nondeterministic state complexity of regular operations on prefix-free lan-
guages. This time, the languages are represented by nfa’s. The nfa’s have exactly one final state that
goes to the empty set by each symbol. However, such an nfa is not guaranteed to accept a prefix-free
language. On the other hand, if such an nfa is a partial dfa, then it accepts a prefix-free language since to
get the prefix-free dfa for the language we only need to add a dead state. If accepted language consists
of strings ending in a symbol that does not occur anywhere else in the string, then such a language is
prefix-free as well.

We are asking how many states, depending on the nondeterministic state complexity of operands,
are sufficient and necessary in the worst case for an nfa with asingle initial state to accept the language
resulting from some operation. To prove the results we use a fooling set lower-bound technique. A set
of pairs of strings{(x1,y1),(x2,y2), . . . ,(xn,yn)} is called afooling setfor a languageL if (1) for all i,
the stringxiyi is in the languageL, and (2) if i 6= j, then at least one of stringsxiy j andx jyi is not in the
languageL. It is well-known that the size of a fooling set for a regular language provides a lower bound
on the number of states in any nfa for this language. The next lemma shows that sometimes one more
state is necessary.

Lemma 1 ([8]) Let L be a regular language. LetA andB be sets of pairs of strings and let u and v be
two strings such thatA ∪B, A ∪{(ε ,u)}, andB∪{(ε ,v)} are fooling sets for L. Then every nfa for L
has at least|A |+ |B|+1 states. �

Theorem 6 (Boolean Operations)Let m,n> 3. Let K and L be prefix-free languages withnsc(K) = m
andnsc(L) = n. Then
1. nsc(K∪L)6 m+n, and the bound is tight in the binary case;
2. nsc(K∩L)6 mn− (m+n)+2, and the bound is tight in the binary case;
3. nsc(Lc)6 2n−1, and the bound is tight in the ternary case;
4. nsc(K \L)6 (m−1)2n−1+1, and the bound is tight for a four-letter alphabet.

Proof. 1. Let A and B be m and n-state prefix-free nfa’s with initial statessA and sB, and transition
functions δA and δB, respectively. To get an nfa for the union we add a new initialstate going to
δA(sA,a) ∪ δB(sB,a) by each symbola. Since both automata are prefix-free, we can merge their fi-
nal states. Therefore, the upper bound ism+ n. To prove tightness, consider prefix-free languages
K = (am−1)∗b andL = (bn−1)∗a accepted by anm-state andn-state nfa, respectively. LetA andB be
the following set of pairs of strings:
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Figure 5: The prefix-free nfa’s meeting the boundmn− (m+n)+2 for intersection.

A = {(am−1b,ε)}∪{(ai ,am−1−ib) | i = 1,2, . . . ,m−2}∪{(am−1,am−1b)},
B = {(b j ,bn−1− ja) | j = 1,2, . . . ,n−2}∪{(bn−1,bn−1a)}.

Let us show that the setA ∪B is a fooling set for languageK∪L. The concatenation of the first and the
second part in each pair results in a string in{am−1b,a2m−2b,bn−1a,b2n−2a}. Each of these strings is in
languageK ∪L. If we concatenate the first and the second part in two distinct pairs, we get a string in
am−1b+a+(b+ ε) or in {arb,am−1+rb,bsa,bn−1+sa, | 0< r < m−1,0< s< n−1} or a string ina+b+a.
None of them is inK ∪L. Next,A ∪{(ε ,bn−1a)} andB∪{(ε ,am−1b)} are fooling sets forK ∪L. By
Lemma 1, every nfa for the union has at leastm+ n states. Notice that the set of pairs in [5] is not a
fooling set.

2. In the cross-product automaton for the intersection, no string is accepted from states(i,n−1) and
(m−1, j), except for the sole final state(m−1,n−1). We can exclude all these states, and get an nfa of
(m−1)(n−1)+1 states. For tightness, consider binary prefix-free nfa’s of Figure 5. The languages are
the same as in the deterministic case for intersection, but now they are accepted by nfa’s, and so we do
not need dead states. Consider the cross-product nfa for theintersection of the two languages, and letQ
be the set of its(m−1)(n−1)+1 states excluding all states(i,n−1) and(m−1, j), but including state
(m−1,n−1). For each stateq in Q, there exist stringsxq andyq such that the initial state goesonly to
stateq by xq, and the stringyq is accepted by the cross-productonly from stateq. It follows that the set
of pairs{(xq,yq) | q∈ Q} is a fooling set for the intersection of the two languages since each stringxqyq

is accepted by the cross-product automaton, whilexpyq is not if p 6= q.
3. LetN be ann-state nfa for a prefix-free languageL. The equivalent minimal dfaD has exactly one

final statef , from which all transitions go to the dead stated. It follows that dfaD has at most 2n−1+1
states. After interchanging the accepting and rejecting states in dfaD, we get dfaD′ for languageLc with
the same number of states as inD. In dfa D′, all states are accepting, except for statef , and moreover,
accepting stated goes to itself by each symbol since it was dead inD. The initial states of dfa D′ is
accepting as well. Let us construct nfaN′ of 2n−1 states forLc from dfa D′ as follows. First, add a
transition by a symbola from a stateq to the initial (and accepting) states, whenever there is a transition
in dfa D′ from q to d by a (in particular, add transition fromd to s by each symbol). Next, make state
d rejecting. Finally, redirect all transitions going to state f to stated, and remove statef with all its
ingoing and outgoing transitions. The resulting language is the same, that isLc, and the nfaN′ has 2n−1

states. The prefix-free languageLc, whereL is the binary(n−1)-state nfa language reaching the bound
2n−1 for complement [7], meets the bound since the set{(x,yc) | (x,y) is in the fooling set forL [7]} is a
fooling set of size 2n−1 for languageLc.

4. The upper bound for intersection of a prefix-freem-state nfa language and a regularn-state nfa
language is(m−1)n+1, and the upper bound forK ∩Lc, then follows from part 3. For tightness, first
let L′ be the ternaryn-state nfa prefix-free language from part 3 meeting the bound2n−1 for complement.
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Let F ′ be the fooling set for(L′)c described in part 3. In each state of the nfa forL′, except for final state
n, add a loop byd, and denote the resulting prefix-free language byL. Next, define anm-state nfa prefix-
free languageK by K = ((a+ b)∗d)m−2(a+ b)∗c. Consider the following setF = {(xdi , dm−2−iy) |
(x,y) ∈ F ′, i = 0,1, . . . ,m−2}. For each pair inF , the stringxdidm−2−iy is in K. The nfa forL, as well
as the nfa forL′, goes to a subset of{1,2, . . . ,n−1} by x. In each state of this subset, there is a loop by
d in the nfa forL, so the nfa is in the same subset after readingdm−2. Then it proceeds as the nfa forL′

and rejects sincexy is in (L′)c. Thusxdidm−2−iy∈ Lc. On the other hand, ifi 6= j, thenxdidm−2− jy /∈ K.
Now assume thati = j, and that(x,y) and (u,v) are two distinct pairs inF ′. Then, without loss of
generality,xv /∈ (L′)c, and soxv∈ L′. Thus there exists an accepting computation of the nfa forL′ on
string xv. It follows that there also exists an accepting computationof the nfa forL on xv since after
readingx the nfa forL′ is in a state in{1,2, . . . ,n− 1}, in which there is a loop byd in the nfa forL.
Therefore,xv∈ L, and soxv /∈ Lc. HenceF is a fooling set for languageK ∩ Lc of size(m− 1)2n−1.
Now, add one more pair(an−2dm−2c,ε). The resulting set is again a fooling set forK ∩Lc. �

Theorem 7 (Concatenation, Reversal, Star)Let K and L be prefix-free languages withnsc(K) = m
andnsc(L) = n. Then
1. nsc(KL)6 m+n−1, and the bound is tight in the unary case;
2. nsc(LR)6 n, and the bound is tight in the unary case;
3. nsc(L∗)6 n, and the bound is tight in the binary case.

Proof. 1. Since both languages are prefix-free, to get an nfa for their concatenation, we merge the final
state in the nfa forK with the initial state in the nfa forL. This gives the upper boundm+ n− 1. For
tightness, consider unary prefix-free regular languagesam−1 andan−1. Their concatenation isam+n−2.
Every singleton languageak−1 is accepted by ak-state nfa, and the nfa is minimal since{(ai ,ak−1−i) |
i = 0,1, . . . ,k−1} is a fooling set for such a language.

2. To obtain ann-state nfa for the reversal, we reverse all transitions in the nfa for a prefix-free
languageL, and switch the role of the initial and the sole accepting state. The unary languagean−1 meets
the bound.

3. Since languageL is prefix-free, we can construct an nfa for languageL∗ from the nfa forL,
with the initial states, final statef , and transitions functionδ as follows. We make final statef initial,
thus ε will be accepted. We add transitions by each symbola from state f to δ (s,a). The resulting
n-state nfa recognizesL∗. For tightness, consider binary prefix-free languageL = (bn−1)∗a. Since the set
{(ε ,ε)}∪{(bi ,bn−1−ia) | i = 1,2, . . . ,n−1} is a fooling set for languageL∗ of sizen, every nfa for the
star requiresn states. �

Theorem 8 (Cyclic Shift) Let n> 3 and let L be a prefix-free regular language withnsc(L) = n. Then
nsc(Lcs)6 2n2−4n+3. The bound is tight in the binary case.

Proof. The construction in Theorem 5 gives an(n− 1)(2n− 2)-state nfa for the cyclic shift with a set
S of initial states. To get an nfa with a single initial state, we add a new initial state going toS by the
empty string. For tightness, consider the binary language accepted by the nfa of Figure 6. The proof
proceeds by describing a fooling set for the cyclic shift of this language of size(n−1)(2n−2). Then we
use Lemma 1 to prove that one more state is necessary. �
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Figure 6: The prefix-free nfa meeting the bound 2n2−4n+3 on cyclic shift.
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